multiple-precision methods is larger for large matrices. The computation time for working in ¿precision is roughly proportional to t2. In the congruence method, where most of the work is single-precision, computation time is roughly proportional to t. But each single-precision operation in the congruence method is more time-consuming than in conventional methods, since in the congruence method one works with residues mod pk which should always lie in a fixed interval (K, K + p¿], and division by pk is necessary to keep them there.
Another property of the congruence method is t>hat it preserves the maximal nonzero determinant of the original coefficient matrix. Using cross-multiplication elimination, this determinant is usually multiplied by a very large factor, which leads to very large intermediate results, and consequently higher precision is required.
There are many other areas besides number theory in which exact solutions are desirable. For example, in group theoretical investigations in atomic and nuclear spectroscopy, where one often encounters symmetric matrices whose elements and eigenvalues are of the form a^/b/c, a, b, c integers [1], [4] . It is required to find the eigenvectors, whose elements are of the same form. Sometimes it is much more enlightening to examine the exact form of the elements than to observe numerical results only [1] . By treating the square roots as parameters, this can be done by the congruence method.
The congruence method is not confined to solving linear diophantine equations. It can be used, e.g., for evaluating rational functions with rational coefficients exactly. The need for this arises again in atomic spectroscopy [6] , and of course in numerical investigations in number theory. Since all numbers represented in a computer are rational, it appears feasible to use the method in some situations where high-precision is required for intermediate results, although no exact final solution is required. However, in the present paper we confine attention to the exact solution of linear equations only.
2. The Congruence Method. By multiplying through by a suitable integer, we may assume that the rational system of equations is integral. We may further assume without loss of generality that the system is homogeneous. Because consider the nonhomogeneous system AX = Y, where A is of order m X (» -1), and X, Y are column vectors of orders n -1 and m respectively. Replacing A by the augmented matrix B and XT = (xx , ■ ■ ■ , xn-x) by ZT = (zi, • • • , zn), leads to the homogeneous system BZ = 0. Considering this as a linear dependence relation on the columns of B, we see that if this system has no solution with z" ^ 0, the nonhomogeneous system is not solvable. Otherwise, a particular solution of AX = Y is given by ( -Z\/zn , ■ ■ ■ , -zn-x/zn), to which can be added any solution of BZ = 0 for which zn = 0. Therefore we shall henceforth only deal with the problem of obtaining an integral solution to an integral homogeneous system AX = 0, where A is of order m X n and rank r, with m ^ n. It has a nontrivial solution and hence a nontrivial integral solution if and only if r < n. where G is a fixed vector. By the Chinese Remainder Theorem, there exists a unique vector Fik) = (fx(k\ ■ ■ ■ ,/"w) satisfying
For all sufficiently large k we clearly have also
Hence Flk) converges to G. We state this formally in the following form:
where G is a fixed vector Let Fik) be the unique vector satisfying (1) and (2). Then {Fik)} converges to G. We shall apply this result to the case where the Hw are solutions of AX = 0 (mod p.), and G is an unknown but fixed solution of AX = 0. A way to find such vectors H "} is suggested by the following simple fact :
Theorem II. Let G be a solution of AX = 0, where A = (a,-,-) is an integral m X n matrix of rank r. Let H be a solution of AX = 0 (mod p), p prime and But the coefficient matrix of this system is nonsingular. Hence it has only the trivial solution, and G = H(mod p) as asserted.
The system of equations considered in Theorem II has an integral solution space of n -r dimensions. A particular solution, to be denoted by G, is determined by putting gjr+1 = M, gir+i = 0 for 1 < *' ¡g n -r« In order to find solutions HU) of AX = 0 (mod p.) all of which satisfy (3) for the same G, it suffices therefore to do the following :
(I) put hjr+l = M (modp,); (II) put hJr+i m 0 (modps), 1 < i g n -r, p, Jf M. The system AX m 0 (mod p») is solved by a triangularizing process T, which transforms A into a triangular matrix BPt. If the rank of A (mod p") is p,, the minor consisting of the first p, rows and columns of BPl will be denoted by The triangularizing process T -Tp, consists of performing elementary row and column operations on A(mod p"), which leave all minors of A invariant (mod p.). In searching for an element ^ 0 (mod p"), rows are first scanned sequentially, and only then columns. More precisely, suppose that by performing elementary row and column operations we already obtained a matrix C = (c") such that c,¿ ^ 0 (mod p") for 1 ¿ * < k, and ci3-m 0 (mod pk) for j < i á tn, 1 áj < k. Then the element in the fcth row and Mh column of C is the unique element car ^ 0 (mod p,) of C, such that dj = 0 (mod p") for k ^ j < r, k ^ i ^ m and ciT = 0 (mod p") for k ^ i < c.
As usual, all elements ^ 0 (mod p") of BPt and of all partially triangularized matrices leading to BPt are congruent to the product of a minor of A by the inverse of another (mod p").
Since neither r nor any minor M of A of order r is known à priori, the remaining problem is to choose primes ps so that:
(i) the same rank p, (mod ps) of A is obtained for all s; (ii) BPl shall contain the same rows and columns of A for all s; (iii) ps shall be identical with the rank r of A.
Suppose that (i) and ( be another 2p-tuple, and introduce a lexicographic ordering in the set of all 2p-tuples as follows: VU) > V if and only if Vil) > v¡ for the smallest integer i for which Vi(l) i¿ Vi. For selecting a prime p* , we consider the following three cases: 1. pk < p. In this case pk is replaced by another prime. This procedure is repeated until a prime pk is found for which pk ^ p. It is clear that such a prime exists 2. pk > p. In this case we drop the result obtained by the primes pi, • • • , p*-i and put p = pk, V = Vm.
3. pk = p. Here we have three subcases: (i) Vik) > V. From the definition of the process T, it is clear that this happens only if pk divides one of the minors of A, and hence there is only a finite number of such primes. By repeatedly replacing pk, we will eventually find a prime pk for which 7*1 g V.
(ii) Vm < V. In this case we drop pi, (1) and (2) is produced. Using a sufficiently large number of primes guarantees that p = r by Hadamard's inequality. In practice we work with large primes, because then the probability that a prime divides a minor of A is very small, and practically every prime leads to subcase (iii) of case 3. Thus convergence is fast and the probability that p < r for a number of successive primes is extremely small. Even if this should happen, it would be detected by the substitution check, and more primes would then be selected until p = r.
3. The Computer Program. Primes of the order of 107 which are just less than half a computer word are used for the computer program. They were taken from among the last entries of Lehmer's table [2] . Using primes of the order of a whole computer word would usually lead to less iteration steps, but such large primes were not readily available.
A master routine and seven subroutines were written in FORTRAN 63 for the CDC 1604-A computer. The master program entitled SOLVE reads in the matrix A from magnetic tape. The size of A is limited to about 150 X 150. The master program also contains the substitution check which is written in 8-precision. This means that the absolute value of all minors of A is limited to 2m. Also the last three subroutines below are written in 8-precision. The last two of these carry out the final reduction step. The first four subroutines below are written in single-precision.
1. TRIANGLE. Carries out the triangularizing process and computes the principal minor (mod p). It also registers the order of the rows and columns of A in the triangularized matrix Bp .
SOLUTION.
Generates the solution space (mod p) of dimension n -pp from Bp.
3. MODULO. Finds the residue of a number in the range [-p/2] < a ^ [p/2] by means of a division by p. This is carried out after each multiplication.
